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Context: grand challenges [1]
• Decarbonizing transport
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https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/wg3/

https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/wg3/


Context: grand challenges [2] 
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Context: grand challenges [3] 

Safety and security

• Globally about 1.35 million deaths annually from road traffic accidents 

• 8th leading cause of death for people of all ages

• #1 cause of death for children and young adults 5-29 years old

• more than half of traffic deaths are among vulnerable road users—

pedestrians, cyclists 
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World Health Organization, 2018

https://www.who.int/publications/i/item/9789241565684

https://www.who.int/publications/i/item/9789241565684


Emerging technologies and mobility solutions 

• Shared-mobility

– Collaborative consumption/sharing-economy (Hartl et al. 2016; Botsman and 

Rogers 2010)

– ‘Product service system’: Car-sharing, bike-sharing, scooter-sharing etc.

– Ride-hailing?

• Mobility-as-a-service

– Integrated, multi-modal transport service

– A single platform to choose all preferred modes for a trip

• Automated driving 

– AVs and CAVs

• Electrification 
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A technological fix?

• Tech-inspired solutions to human 

problems

• Repair the harm of a technology 

with more technology

• Apply rational, often engineering 

principles to modern problems of all 

kind

• Technical Alliance/ Technocracy 

Inc - Alvin Weinberg (Engr); Howard Scott (Engr), 

Charles Steinmetz (Engr), Thorstein Veblen 

(Philosopher), Stuart Chase (Economist)
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Mitchell Joachim, Post Carbon City-State: Rezoned Circular Economy, Terreform ONE, 2018



The streetcar problem:

“The engineers solved it 

easily. They built cars 

that didn’t have 

platforms”—Howard 

Scott

Source: Johnston, S. F. (2018). The Technological Fix as Social Cure-All: Origins and Implications. IEEE Technology and Society Magazine, 37(1), 47-54.

A technological fix?
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Policies and politics

• AI market worth $57 trillion

• 70% of global growth by 

2030

• 4th industrial revolution



Technology: promises and pitfalls

• Any tech-fix must largely embody the cause-effect relationships 

connecting problem to solution (Johnson, 2018)

– Is technology the answer?

– To what extent do new tech and tech-mediated transport solutions respond to the 

cause-effect links between problems and the solutions they promise to deliver?

– What does the emerging evidence tell us?

• Study #1: Emerging impacts of smart, digital platform mobility service 

(ride-hailing)

• Study #2: Autonomous vehicles promises and wider implications
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Empirical study 1: Ride-hailing use and impacts

• Research questions

– What are the factors driving adoption of ride-hailing?

– Who are the users and how do the use ride-hailing?

– What are the mode substitution effects?

– What are the emerging safety and security impacts?

– What are the wider sustainability implications?
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Empirical study 1: Ride-hailing use and impacts

14% and 33% of the city-region’s built-
up area reachable within a 5-minute 
and 10-minute walking time,  
respectively of a public transport 
station



Conceptual model
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Empirical study 1: Ride-hailing use and impacts

N = 1188

Lone travel
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Empirical study 1: Ride-hailing use and impacts
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(a) modes substituted with ride-hailing (b) other modes used by ride-hailers on the day of reference trip

Empirical study 1: Ride-hailing use and impacts
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Empirical study 1: Ride-hailing use and impacts



Empirical study 1 in summary… 

• Young, highly educated with relatively higher earnings associated with higher 

propensities to use ride-hailing— (see also Ackaah Jnr, 2020, Grahn et al., 2019, Lavieri and 

Bhat, 2019, Schaller, 2018, Lewis and MacKenzie, 2017)

• Individuals with car-dependent lifestyles were more likely to use ride-hailing 

services—promote and entrench car-based transport 

• Mostly in inner and outer-suburban localities vs urban in the USA (See Clewlow and 

Mishra, 2017) 

• Lone travel, shorter journeys, and substituting traditional taxi and public 

transport—potential negative consequences, e.g. increased motorization, 

congestion and pollution.

• Offers standalone services not well integrated into existing travel modes.
17
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Empirical study 2: Autonomous vehicles



Driverless Car of the Future (1957) : “ELECTRICITY MAY BE THE DRIVER. One day 

your car may speed along an electric super-highway, its speed and steering 

automatically controlled by electronic devices embedded in the road. Highways will be 

made safe — by electricity! No traffic jam.. no collisions... no driver fatigue.” 
19
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Empirical study 2: autonomous vehicles

• Research questions

– What is the public view on AVs?

– How are AVs likely to shape mode choice and travel 

behaviours?

– What are the possible accessibility benefits (old people)?

– What are the possible sustainability implications?
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Safety Implications of driverless vehicles—Public opinions
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Travel behaviour: mode choice

• The future of shared-mobility is driverless vehicles

• AV technology inherently supports shared-mobility

– Flexible Free-floating car-sharing systems will replace rigid station-based 

sharing schemes

– Shared-mobility is good for the environment

• Shared AV services could 

– reducing car ownership by up to 40%

– Reduce energy consumption and emissions
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Yes No

Ownership
558 

(61%) 361

Public 

Transport

532

(58%)

387

Sharing
495

(54%) 424

…But do people want to share?
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Modelling AV modal preferences: Findings and 

implications • Preferences deeply embedded in 

attitudes toward existing forms of 

motorized transport

• AV modal split same as conventional 

vehicles

• shared-autonomous vehicles remain 

the least popular while that of 

ownership is high

• Nudge people towards sharing and 

public transit

– Leverage pro-sharing, pro-

environmental and pro-PT attitudes

Pro-ownership

Pro-public 
transit

Pro-sharing

Pro-
environmental

AV Ownership

AV PT

AV Sharing

+

+

+

+

+
-
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Accessibility  improvements  of driverless vehicles

• Opportunity to improve accessibility for different 

groups

– Age-related impairments, physical and 

sensory disabilities no longer a barrier

– Reduce isolation and improve well-being of 

aged and disable

– Age-friendly cities 
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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cities.2021.103135

Older people and AVs

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cities.2021.103135


In conclusion

• Smart mobility solutions are making travel more convenient, flexible, 

freedom etc.

• There are equity problems of smart mobility

– Skewed in favour of young, high income, highly educated, tech-savvy

– Avoid deprived areas

– High service participation costs

– Digital divide

• Entrenching auto-mobility logics: current trend of high levels of car-based 

transport likely to continue?

– Cleaner fuels, but cars are still cars irrespective of the technology
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In conclusion

• Is it possible to ‘invent’ alternative, more sustainable futures 

in the context of new and emerging technologies?

• Challenging, as a single road toward the future of 

(sustainable) urban mobility does not exist

– different opinions, attitudes and values which will trigger different 

choices

– Politicize urban mobility futures: politically influential actors and 

groups; engagement with the “complexity of transport governance”
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